
While this climate helps, ILBSG’s attentive approach have maximized results for our clients. 

While USCIS provides a list of basic required documentation to file at the initial stage, we
always take it a step further. We file petitions with extensive supporting evidence to meet
all eligibility requirements and eliminate complications, such as RFEs. We want the best
possible outcome, which doesn’t mean taking the easy way out.

OUR APPROACH

In recent years, the H-1B program has been subject to
restrictive policies with higher denial rates. 

Following a policy turnover in March 2020, the H-1B
program has been restored to more reasonable
adjudication practices. ILBSG has taken full
advantage of the more favorable immigration climate
and strategized to maximize our clients’ success.

BACKGROUND

Nearly  100% Approvals for  2021
H-1B Visas for  Our Cl ients

GET THE RIGHT ADVICE:

(847) 995-1515
bizlegalservices.com

OVERVIEW

Of H-1B cases filed, 86% have been received and finalized. 
We saw a 100% approval rate for the finalized cases. 84% of the approvals were
straight approval and 16% receiving approval after RFE. 
Only 13% remain pending, including petitions filed in the second round filing period
that recently ended in early November. 

Of RFEs (for H-1B cap and non-cap) filed:
We saw a 99% approval rating. 
Only 10 notices of intent to deny/revoke for H-1B cases were received, and all 10
were approved after our response, for another 100% approval rating.

Based on a random selection from our thousands of filings, ILBSG proudly reports:

RESULTS

2021 was full of immigration
challenges, but ILBSG is proud to
report that we experienced some
of the highest success rates on
H-1B that we’ve seen in the last 5
years.

As we head into 2022 and prepare for another H-1B cap season, we encourage our
clients, existing and new, to strategize and start early. Our data supports our advice. 

Contact us to Get The Right Advice. 


